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including non-Commonwealth countries, which wish to join the traditional

Commonwealth country membership.

The organisation is controlled by an Executive Council composed
of nominees of the various governments, including one for the United
Kingdom Dependent Territories.

P. K. TUBES
Executive Secretary

March 1986

COMMENTSONTHEPROPOSEDAMENDMENTTOARTICLE 51c OF
THEINTERNATIONALCODEOFZOOLOGICALNOMENCLATURE

Z.N.(S.)2474

(see vol. 41, pp. 149-150; vol. 42, pp. 10-12, 209)

(1) By George C. Steyskal {retired) and Norman E. Woodley (Systematic

Entomology Laboratory . U.S. Department of Agriculture , cjo U.S. National Museum
NHB-168. Washington, D.C.. U.S.A. 20560); Amnon Freidberg {Department of
Zoology, Tel- Aviv University, Tel- Aviv, Israel 69-000); Richard C. Froeschner

and Wayne N. Mathis {Department of Entomology, National Museumof Natural

History, Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 20560); and Neal L.

Evenhuis {Bishop Museum, P.O. Box 19000-A, Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A. 96817)

Weare in favour of the proposed amendment, chiefly because we believe that

the loss of time spent checking names merely to find out whether or not their

authors' names should be in parentheses far outweighs the small advantage of

knowing that a specific combination is not original while not knowing what was the

original combination. The argument that comprehensive lists are or soon will be

available in certain groups is as much an argument for the proposal, perhaps even

more, than against it.

The fact that a considerable body of literature, including the great Fliegen der

palaearktischen Region (occupying more than a meter of shelf space), is without

the presently required parentheses shows how well they can be dispensed with.

Legitimization of such works by abrogation of the requirement for the use of

parentheses would not prevent anyone from continuing to use them if he so wished.

Abrogation of the requirement would do no harm, but it would make things a little

easier and save some time.

The confusing practice of citing subsequent author's names immediately

after the species-name is already ruled against in the Examples following Art.

5 1(b). (i). We therefore recommend complete removal of Art 51(d), including

paragraph (i), and the whole of Art. 51(c), but the addition to Art 51(a) of the

clause: 'if cited, none other than the name of the original author (authors) may
immediately follow the species-group name.'

(2) By C. L. Staines, Jr. {3302 Decker Place, Edgewater, MD21037, U.S.A.)

Gagne et al. have made some good points in their proposal. To an author of

both taxonomic and general biology papers there is always the question of whether

or not to use parentheses. I am of the opinion that the requirement for parentheses
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be dropped for biological or ecological papers but retained for taxonomic ones

lite'rarre revi
^

researcher to trace the nomenclatural status of a species for h;s

The only valid alternative that I can see for taxonomists would be to list allthe combinations under which a specific name has appeared. This system is followedby some workers but seems even more cumbersome than the present system.

COMMENTONTHEPROPOSEDCOMPLETIONOFTHEOFFICIAL I TSTENTRYFORRHABDITIS DUJARDIN, [1855] (NEMATODA) Z N^S )937
(see vol. 42, pp. 197-198)

By W. Grant Inglis {Office of the Chief Scientific Adviser, GPOBox 1625 Adelaide
South Australia 5001)

i.n. Jw^^T' ^^'''^^fy
has advanced proposals intended to overcome a prob-lem which L and others had thought to have been resolved m 1928 when the name

foi wi h
7^ P^^.P^^'l'y Pl^'^ed on the Official List of Genenc Names by Opinion

\l% \, 7t ^' .'^P' ^^ subsequent designation' (see Dougherty, E. C.

\ u, l
""^"'^- ^°'- ^^' PP- '05-152). That not being so. the proposals areacceptable because they do not alter the situation as it is generally understood

anttdn^ .H ^K?'"'
°'' '^'

'"^r^'
"'^"^^' "°^ (') ^°'^^ ^"y k"°^"' obvious oranticipated problem in nomenclature, because of the provisions of Article 78f(iv)

ative vIlnmrnn''.Q 'i^T
^""S^erty's brief paper of 1953 (Thapar Commemor-

at ve Volume pp. 69-76) but the justifications for those conclusions are given in alater paper (1955, J. Helminthol.. vol. 29, pp. 105-152). In this a very persuasivecase IS made for treating R. terricola as a species of that genus and so' b"^ defaultas Its type species This conclusion was reached, and still stands, on the ba is of

s^pe'rfluous!'"^'"
^'''^"P"°" ^° '^^' ^"^ ''^'''^'^ '^ ^- ^^P^ra Butschli, 1873 is

The significant question for the Commission, however, is whether it is necess-

Ts w ih'''^""
"^"!f;.°.^**her Official List. As I read the latest edition o the Codehs would give no additional protection to either name, and there is no evidence

he oossi^'ihtv oT h
''

°"'I
'"^'^ ^'^^"^^^^ "'^^^ ^^ '« ^'^' -y«"^ ^^onslnnl

supplies the root for higher-taxon names up to Class and Subclass.

Note by R. V. Melville (former Secretary)

HowevPr"";;
grateful to Dr Inglis for the additional information he has supplied.

effect of h.H™'""'^^'''A'"^-'
'^' ^°'™^' P«^'^'°"' "^^'^'^ '^ that the putting into

^958 nenH ^^'^'f'°" '" ^P'^'^ '^^ on Rhabditis and R. terricola was postponed in
1958 pending clarification of the taxonomic status of R. terricola. My proposalsmerely aimed to complete this piece of unfinished business before the Commissionand I maintain that this should be done.

-commission,

snpHp.'^r^^^'"!^"n
'^^^ P^P^ '^°'^' ^hat Dujardin's original description of the

Rei rl t: wm^I A
'" 'j^'^-tified beyond doubt. It is only as'a result ofKeiters work (1928, Arb. zool. Inst. Univ. Innsbruck, vol. 3. pp. 93-184) that that

trnSn ''h'' "'!? to recognise R. aspersa Butschli as'conspecific wi hi
terricola Dujardin. so that reference to the latter still has point.


